Recording of UO concerts and events without prior permission is prohibited.

Performances sponsored by the UO School of Music and Dance are sometimes video recorded and photographed for a variety of uses, including both live simulcast and digital archive on the UO website, or for publicity and publications. Images of audience members may be included in these recordings and photos. By attending this event, audience members imply approval for the use of their image by the UO and the School of Music and Dance.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE

Senior Recital

Sam Hunt, trumpet

assisted by

Turtle
Flapper Dan
The Flossy Posse
Hot Milk

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor Music in Trumpet Performance

Sam Hunt is a student of Brian McWhorter, Josh Silva & Steve Owen.

Aasen-Hull Hall
Saturday, June 1st, 5:00 p.m.
Hakotel
Ofra
(1957-2000)
Arr. Sam Hunt

The Fall of the King
Sam Hunt

Sunny Sunset
Sam Hunt

Improvisation
Turtle
Turtle
Sam Hunt, Trumpet
Eddie Bond, Guitar

Heaven's Inside You
Rebecca Conner & Dusty Carlson

Turtle
Sam Hunt, Trumpet

Sam Hunt

Barry's Potato Party Mix
Sam Hunt

The Flossy Posse
Alto 1, Jesse Smith
Alto 2, Andy Page
Tenor 1, Devin Wright
Tenor 2, Josh Hettwer
Bari Sax, Grant Caswell
Trombone 1, Nathan Walyer
You:
Trombone 2, Seth Arnold
Trombone 3, Ryan Erp
Trombone 4, Stephen Young

Dwayne Angry
Sam Hunt

Sam Hunt

On Heaven's Inside
Vocals, Rebecca
Bass, Dusty Carlson
Drums, Susan

Vanscheeuwijck
Sam Hunt

Tenor 1, Devin Wright
Guitar, Eddie Bond
Bass, Milo Fultz
Drums, Adam

Flapper Dan
Andy “Randy Sandy Rage” Page, Saxophones
Sam “Kool-Aid” Hunt, Trumpet
Joshua “Big Bear” Wilson, Guitar
Corey “The Explorer” Adkins, Bass
Ben “Groovin” Hampton, Drums

Tenor 2, Josh Hettwer
Bass, Milo Fultz

On Heaven's Inside
Vocals, Rebecca
Bass, Dusty Carlson
Drums, Susan

“Very Brief Intermission”